
Concept Note: Friends of the African Union (FAU) will submit Nov. 28th 2023 for the third
session of the United Nations Permanent Forum on People of African Descent this concept note
the details around implementation of the Black Folks Plan for Reparatory Justice through the
Global Compact for Democracy with a #JustEconomy that contains in its 75 year use of
proceeds the domestic $6 Trillion Dollars Black Folks Plan along with $30 Trillion Dollars in the
Black Folks Plan for Agenda 2063 and $4 Trillion Dollars for the Global African Diaspora minus
the USA. In that $4 Trillion Dollars at least $1 Trillion Dollars will be dedicated to Brazil and $1
Trillion Dollars for the member states of The Caribbean Community.

The Global Compact for Democracy with a #JustEconomy will use the in development C7ISR3
platform. C7ISR3 is to be a fork of USPTO 5,577,042 and other patents and software that
embeds ISO26000:2010 and a superset of the United Nations Universal Periodic Review
Process called the DanielsIDIQ. C7ISR3 is a Communication, Computing, Connectivity,
Control, Command, Countermeasures, eCommerce electronic solution with International market
Information and Intelligence infrastructure that is Systemwide branded Ultra Secure and Safe as
a GLINC enabled platform that has state of the art biometric Recognition and artificial
intelligence situational Response technology built in that is also to be embedded in a solution for
Real time solutions that can be tokenized in digital event contracts.

The Global Compact for Democracy with a #JustEconomy as a Global solution will be promoted
as a the basis of financing civil society aspirations in the UN System. As a global BIPOCA ( a
Black Folk based partnership with Indigenous Peoples with allied People of Color and White
Folk) ALLIANCE movement it will build on not only American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (Public
Law 117‑2); the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act (Public Law 117-58); division A of Public
Law 117-167, known as the Creating Helpful Incentives to Produce Semiconductors (CHIPS)
Act of 2022; Public Law 117-169, commonly referred to as the Inflation Reduction Act of 2022;
and the Safer Communities Act (Public Law 117-159) as well as executive action by the Biden
Harris Administration which has been ineffectual in its game changing racial equity and
advancement of equal opportunity for underserved communities through ExecutiveOrder 13985.

Through the FAU using the Black Folks Plan made local at national, state, regional and city
levels and spread through college campuses with a focus on USA Historically Black Colleges
and Universities we will engage executive departments and agencies around their historic work
in assessing how their policies and programs perpetuate barriers for underserved communities
and implement strategies for the people in removing those barriers that they can see working.
We have started in the United States in the DMV, Ohio, Pennsylvania, California, Alabama,
Georgia, and Michigan. In Africa we have started in the Gambia, Senegal, Uganda, Kenya,
Chad, Nigeria, Zambia, Ethiopia and South Africa. In the Americas in Canada, Mexico, Haiti,
Colombia and Belieze.
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